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Refreshed 2022 GMC Terrain Coming to Carl Black Buick GMC of Roswell

Compact crossover receives mid-generation refresh, details available on dealer website

ROSWELL, Ga. (PRWEB) March 26, 2021 -- Not long ago, GMC made a promise to bring one of its off-road
focused AT4 trim levels to every model that the brand provides. With an all-new 2022 GMC Terrain on the
horizon, that promise will soon be fulfilled. Every other model has already received its AT4 trim level, leaving
the second-generation Terrain as the final piece of the puzzle. When the refreshed 2022 Terrain is released
sometime this summer, the entire lineup will have an AT4 trim level to offer.

Carl Black Buick GMC, an automotive dealership located in Roswell, Georgia, is getting a jump start on
helping car shoppers decide whether or not the updated Terrain is the right compact crossover for them – and if
it is, which trim level might be the right choice for them. Potential buyers can already find informative model
research pages on both the Terrain itself as well as the 2022 GMC Terrain AT4 off-road trim level specifically.

These detailed pages focus on providing a glimpse at each vehicle, highlighting some of the most pertinent
specifications and features to take into consideration when shopping for a new vehicle. Shoppers can then find
quick access to the dealership’s inventory or contact information, so they can find the perfect unit to meet their
needs or call and schedule a test drive at the dealership.

Both of these pages and many others like them can be found at www.carlblackroswell.com. Specific questions
about the GMC Terrain can be directed to the sales team at 888-491-7859. Carl Black Buick GMC is located at
11225 Alpharetta Hwy in Roswell.
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Contact Information
Tod Baker
Carl Black Buick GMC of Roswell
http://www.carlblackroswell.com
888-491-7859

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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